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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In all work in which accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation

n a systematic manner, The following instructions, taken from the Engineering Depariment Figuring Book of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., serve as a guide in this malier.

“All computations, of whatever kind, are to be made in these books, except in cases

where special blanks may be provided for specific kinds of computation. Computations may
be made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be
lone with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,

including all detail figuring.”
“Fach subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page. The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
‘he top of the first page of the subject.”

“Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity. The
books are, however, intended for convenience, and no unnecessary work should be done for

sake of appearance only, Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
latter will facilitate the work. Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time

which would be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”
“Where curves drawn on section paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa:

tion, they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”

.. Computations should be indexed, in the back of the book, by the person using the book."
»

TECHNOLOGY STORE
HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY, Ine.

40 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
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Airline to Test New Lighting System
By a Staff Writer of The Christian Science Monitor

Boston
“Flying Christmas trees” are due to soar over the country

in a United Air Lines test of a new high-intensity lighting
system which makes aircraft far more visible by day and night.

One of United’s DC-6 air coaches has been equipped with
the super brilliant system for trials in routine coast-to-coast
service. Previously, the lights were tested in overwater opera-
tions of Trans-Ocean Air Lines.

The installation consists of seven photographic strobe lights
arranged in a row on top and under the fuselage. Flashing in
pairs from the tail forward, the lights appear to leap abead in
the direction of the airplane's course. They are visible at dis-
tances of 100 miles or more. }

United's officials report that the lights not only increase the
conspicuity of the DC-6 air coach but alse clearly indicate its
general direction of fight to other aircraft. The test will
continue for about a year. they said.
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"HIE. NEW_ YORK. TIMES, SUNDAY, APRIL 10, 193s. PHOTO

TLANTIC CITY—Thelarg-! capacity of 500 flashes and is| i
est presentation of elec-: quipped with the new high-
tronic flash unity at a efficiency small-diameter Sun-
single trade show was of- Flector combination tube and re-

fered at the recent annual meet. flector, It has a low-voltage fied:!
ing here of the Master Photo pack, 1/700th flash, and is un-|;;...c
dealers’ and Finishers’ Associa-, usually compact, Color guide|door ¥
tion, Phe emphasis was on oper-: Boulevard, Long Island City) is|numbers are 25 to 85, depending|Banor
tional simplicity, light volume..2 $39.95 German speedlight that/on the film used, black-and- reat
lompactness, portability, ver. ises two standard dry batteriesiwhite numbers from 100 to 200.
iatility, economy and attractive with a capacity of 2,80 to 3,000|An AC adapter is available, BC
lesign. The displays included lashes, They are stored in a| The Dormitzer Synctronizg w .
some European imports. thin leather case with shoulder|speedlights introduced by the|—

Offerings by companies enter, strap, Flash duration is 1/500th,|Dormitzer Electric and Manufac-|ArpRc
‘ng the field for the first time, ecycling time three seconds,|turing Company, Inc, Cam-|wo a
were the self-contained Limelite, color guide number 50. The bridge, Mass, are the Synctron|Z6%9
‘60,” the FR D-batter'y-operated) five-inch flat, stippled reflector Candid-208B and the Synctron| .
anit, B, Leitz’ Braun Hobby and attaches to the battery case Pro-200B, both powered by the ing Sp
DeJur’s speedlight, both German, when carrying. The battery case|new rechargeable pack, Dyna-|fi®.C
‘mports, and Polaroid’'s con- ind reflector weigh four pounds.[seal Power. The $190 candid
cealed flash operated by radio- Polaroid’s unit is an experi-|model weighs six pounds, re-|Ncres
signal, mental model that employs a cycles in seven seconds, has a A P¥

The Limelite, which was pre- small radio transmitter clipped|fiash duration of 1/2,500th and|APao
sented by Howard I. Luray, onto the Land camera's acces-|guide numbers of 70 to 100 for 2
president of the new Limelite| sory shoe to set off a concealed|color, 400 for black-and-white. [C3E
Corporation, 6040 West Jefferson electronic flash unit for bounce-|The pro model weighs ninel-——
Boulevard, Los Angeles 16, com-{iight illumination, Working pounds and costs $275. It oper- Breet
bineg battery case and lamp head|through the flash contacts ofjates on full power at 200-watt{- "rr
‘n a single unit. Weighing less|the camera, the transmitter|seconds, on half power at 125.| 13.5.
‘han four pounds, the gun has a|sends a signal to a receiver in|On full power, flash duration is|~
universal mounting bracket and|the hidden flash gun. When the|1/1,250th, recycling time fifteen
sosts $99.50. Features include|receiver picks up the signal, the seconds, Kodachrome guide num-| Pr
in exposure dial, a built-in cor-iflash goes off. The device is|ber 90, black-and-white 550. On Et
rection filter, recycling time of|expected to be ready ,for theihalf power, the flash is 1/2,500th,
lour seconds, and flash duration|market in about a year; thejrecycling time six seconds and|y, oo
of 1/750th of a second. The|anticipated cost is about $200.|Kodachrome guide 70, black-and-| =
Limelite uses two 240-volt dry- New American Models white, 400. J. D. Order.
cell batteries, good for up to re PO B
1,000 flashes before replacement,| New models by companies al-| P. S. A. MOVIE CONTEST |—
ind is said to have a color guide| '¢2dy in the field included the] The Motion Picture Division “4%
umber of 57. Hico-Lite No. 228, the Sun-Lite|of the Photographic Society ofjcibe

The 2%-pound FR gun (FR|500 and the new Dormitzer America announces the 1955|—
Corporation, 951 Braok Avenue, |Synctron. Two other new units, P. 8. A. Cinema Competition for| FON
New York), which is powered by the Heiland Strobonar Seven|(8mm and 16mm amateur films, Think
four 15-cent D batteries reputed|2nd the Ascor Light 405, were|sound or silent, color or black-
to yield up to 300 flashes, con-jannounced in these columns re-|and-white, original or duplicate,
sists of a power pack and flash, cently. by film makers anywhere in the, =
head permanently wired to-| The Hico-Lite, made by Hau-|world, Ernst Wildi is competi-]
gether. The head clips to the/man Industries Company, Inc, tion chairman. Entries should
pack for carrying. Guide num-|70 Collidge Hill Road, Water-/be sent to arrive by Sept, 1 at
bers claimed for the $54.95 unit{town 72, Mags, a dry battery|P. 8. A, Cinema Competition
are 50 for Kodachrome, 80-100[unit in an attractive leather hip-|Headquarters, Rear 404 Cedarl
for the new fast color films, and|curved case, has dual extension- Lane, Teaneck, N. J. Awards
220 for Super XX. Other fea-[light outputs at both ends of|will include the Harris B, Tuttle
tures include audible signal when (the case, It offers a flash dura-|Trophy for the best story-telling.
anit is turned on, shorting but- tion of 1/800th, guide number|film about family life; the Dick
ton, universal mounting bracket, 80-75 for color, up to 400 for(Bird Trophy for the best nature
and coil cord between case and|black-and-white, recycles in|film, and the P. S. A. gold medal |®
head. about eight seconds, and weighs|award for outstanding cinema-

about 8ix pounds. The price isi{tography, For contest rules,
German Guns $179.50. The company also intro-|write Mrs. E. Louise Gnerich,

The Braun Hobby, Imported|duced two portable portrait out-/competition secretary, 650 Rast’
irom Frankfurt by E. Leitz, Inc. [fits consisting of three lamp|231st Street.
468 Fourth Avenue, New York,lheads, three detachable model- —_—
is adaptable to dry batteryling lights, two tilt-top lamp ANNIVERSARY BANQUET
($89.45), storage battery, AC|stands and one tilt-top boom; The Rochester Technical See-|
($84.50), or a combination of|stand, and accessories in a com- tion, the Photographic Society of
storage battery and AC ($99.50).|pact, titted carrying case. With| America, will hold its twentieth
Conversion can be done by the|the No, 228 pack, the price isjanniversary banquet April 23 at
user by interchanging parts.|$419.50; a smaller unit with half/the Powers Hotel in Rochester,
The Braun has an adjustable re-|the power of the No, 228 is|according to announcement by
flector base which may be turned) $349.50. William Shoemaker of Roches-
to vary the light heam from the{ Highlighted in the Sun-Lite|ter Institute of Technology, ban-
normal 50 degrees to 70 degrees|display by Hershey Manufactur-iquet chairman. The principal
for wide-angle lena use. The base|ing Company, 2426 West Law-|speaker will be Dr. Harold Ed-:
is made of lightweight plastic(rence Avenue, Chicago 25, wasigerton of the Massachusetts In-
and is shaped to fit the hip, The|the self-contained (power pack(stitute of Technology, pioneer in
reflector clips to the case for|and lamp combined in one unit) |electronic flash, who will discuss
carrying. } ) “500” model. It weighs thirty-itechniques of underwater pho-

The DeJur (De Jur Amsgco|six ounces and costs $49.50, The|tography in the Mediterranean
Jorporation, 45-01 Northern! “500” use a dry batterv with sland show underwater films,
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Airline to Test New Lighting System
By a Staff Writer of The Christian Science Monitor

Boston
“Flying Christmas trees” are due to soar over the country

in a United Air Lines test of a new high-intensity lighting
system which makes aircraft far more visible by day and night.

One of United's DC-6 air coaches has been equipped with
the super brilliant system for trials in routine coast-to-coast
service. Previously, the lights were tested in overwater opera-
jons of Trans~-Ocean Air Lines.

The installation consists of seven photographic strobe lights
arranged in a row on top and under the fuselage. Flashing in
pairs from the tail forward, the lights appear to leap ahead in
the direction of the airplane's course. They are visible at dis
‘ances of 100 miles or more.

United's officials report that the lights not only increase the
conspicuity of the DC-6 air coach but also clearly indicate its
general direction of flight to other. aircraft. The test will
continue for about a year. they said,
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IE NEW YORK. TIMES, SUNDAY, APRIL 10, ls. PHOTO

loo , [TLANTIC CITY—The larg:| . .. capacity of 500 flashes and is
A est presentation of elec-Electronic Flash Units|2ectty with the new en

tronic flash units at a 4 , efficiency small-diameter Sun-

4 single trade show was of. Are Being Mar keted flector eymbination tube and re- ead, 3
‘ered at the recent annual meet. bl flector, It has a low-voltage|iensa:
ng here of the Master Photo In Many Varieties pack, 1/700th flash, and is un-j,, ...
dealers’ and Finishers’ Associa- {usually compact, Color guide door E
ion, The emphasis was on oper-| Boulevard, Long Island City) isinumbers are 25 to 65, depending Banor
ational simplicity, light volume,|2 $39.95 German speedlight thatjon the film used, black-and-|1"2
compactness, portability, ver-juses two standard dry batteries white numbers from 100 to 200.
satility, economy and attractive| with a capacity of 2,80 to 3,000{An AC adapter is available, BC
lesign, The displays included flashes, They are stored in a| The Dormitzer Synctron|sg w .
iome European imports. thin leather case with shoulder|speedlights introduced by the|——

Offerings by companies enter-|strap. Flash duration ig 1/500th,|Dormitzer Electric and Manufac-|appRc
ing the field for the first time recycling time three seconds,|turing Company, Inc, Cam-|yoe's
were the self-contained Limelite color guide number 50. The|bridge, Mass. are the Synctron 26%
60,” the FR D-battery-operated|five-inch flat, stippled reflector|Candid-208B and the Synctron

mit, B, Leitz’ Braun Hobby and|attaches to the battery casePro-200B, both powered by the|*s SP
DeJur's speedlight, both German|when carrying. The battery case new rechargeable pack, Dyna-|!ic.€
mports, and Polaroid's con-(and reflector weigh four pounds.{seal Power. The $190 candid
tealed flash operated by radio| Polaroid’s unit is an experi-|model weighs six pounds, re-|Mgree
signal, mental model that employs alcycles in seven seconds, has a|i® Fr

The Limelite, which was pre-(small radio transmitter clipped|flash duration of 1/2,500th and Arac
sented by Howard I, Luray,lonto the Land camera’s acces-|guide numbers of 70 to 100 for Blass
aresident of the new Limelite|sory shoe to set off a concealed|color, 400 for black-and-white [Ci3F
Jorporation, 6040 West Jefferson|electronic flash unit for bounce-The pro model weighs ninej—
Boulevard, Los Angeles 16, com-|light illumination.  Working|pounds and costs $275. It oper-| tom
dines battery case and lamp head|through the flash contacts of|ates on full power at 200-watt|
n a single unit. Weighing less|the camera, the transmitter|seconds, on half power at 125.| 135.
‘han four pounds, the gun has a|sends a signal to a receiver in|On full power, flash duration is! =
niversal mounting bracket and|the hidden flash gun. When the|1/1,250th, recycling time fifteen
sosts $09.50. Features includejreceiver picks up the signal, the seconds, Kodachrome guide num- Pr
an exposure dial, a built-in cor-|flash goes off. The device isjber 80, black-and-white 550. On
‘ection filter, recycling time of|expected to be ready for the half power, the flash is 1/2,500th,
‘our seconds, and flash duration/market in about a year; thelrecycling time six seconds and|,; ,,
f 1/750th of a second. The|anticipated cost is about $200.|Kodachrome guide 70, biack-and-|
Limelite uses two 240-volt dry- New American Models white, 400. J. D. Order
sell batteries, good for up to PoE
1,000 flashes before replacement, New models by companies al-| P. S. A. MOVIE CONTEST —
ind ig said to have a color guide|ready in the field included the| The Motion Picture Division “3
umber of 57. Hico-Lite No, 228, the Sun-Lite/of the Photographic Soclety of|ggthe

The 2!%-pound FR gun (FR|300 and the new Dormitzer|America announces the 1855/—
Corporation, 951 Brack Avenue,|Synctron. Two other new units, P, S. A. Cinema Competition for| Foi
New York), which ig powered by|the Heiland Strobonar Seven 8mm and 16mm amateur films,| qt
‘our 15-cent D batteries reputed(®nd the Ascor Light 405, were sound or silent, color or black-
to yield up to 300 flashes, con-jannounced in these columns re-jand-white, original or duplicate,
sists of a power pack and flash|cently. by film makers anywhere in the|==
head permanently wired to-| The Hico-Lite, made by Hau-jworld, Ernst Wildi is competi-
gether. The head clips to the|man Industries Company, Inc,|tion chairman. Entries should
pack for carrying. Guide num-[70 Collidge Hill Road, Water- be sent to arrive by Sept. 1 at
bers claimed for the $54.85 unit{town 72, Mags, a dry battery(P. S. A. Cinema Competition
are 50 for Kodachrome, 80-100|unit in an attractive leather hip-|Headquarters, Rear 404 Cedar|
for the new fast color films, gndjcurved case, has dual extension-|Lane, Teaneck, N. J. Awards
220 for Super XX, Other fea-|light outputs at both ends of|will include the Harris B, Tuttle
tures include audible signal when|the case. It offers a flash dura-{Trophy for the best story-telling —
unit is turned on, shorting but-|tion of 1/500th, guide number|film about family life; the Dick|=—
ton, universal mounting bracket,|80-75 for color, up to 400 for|Bird Trophy for the best nature
ind coil cord between case and|black-and-white, = recycles inlfilm, and the P, S. A. gold medal|*
head. about eight seconds, and weighs|award for outstanding cinema-

about six pounds, The price is{tography. For contest rules,
German Guns $179.50. The company also intro-|write Mrs, E. Louise Gnerich,

The Braun Hobby, Imported duced two portable portrait out- (competition secretary, 650 East
Irom Frankfurt by E. Leitz, Inc.,|fits consisting of three lamp[231st Street,
168 Fourth Avenue, New York,|heads, three detachable model- —_—
s adaptable to dry battery|ing lights, two tilt-top lamp] ANNIVERSARY BANQUET
($89.45), storage battery, AC|stands apd one tilt-top boom] The Rochester Technical Sec.
$84.50), or a combination ofistand, and accessories in a com-|tion, the Photographic Society of:
storage battery and AC ($99.50).{pact, fitted carrying case. With{America, will hold its twentieth
Conversion can be done by the|the No, 228 pack, the price isjanniversary banquet April 23 at
user by interchanging parts.|$419.50; a smaller unit with half|the Powers Hotel in Rochester,
The Braun has an adjustable re-{the power of the No, 228 is|according to announcement by:
flector base which may be turned|$349.50. William Shoemaker of Roches-
to vary the light beam from the| Highlighted in the Sun-Lite|ter Institute of Technology, ban-
normal 50 degrees to T0 degrees|display by Hershey Manufactur-quet chairman. The principal
for wide-angle lens use, The base|ing Company, 2426 West Law-|speaker will be Dr. Harold Ed-
ls made of lightweight plastic|rence Avenue, Chicago 25, was|gerton of the Massachusetts In-
and is shaped to fit the hip. The|the self-contained (power pack|stitute of Technology, pioneer in
eflector clips to the case for|and lamp combined in one unit) [electronic flash, who will discuss
carrying. “500” model. It weighs thirty-|techniques of underwater pho-

The DeJur (De Jur Amgco|six ounces and costs $49.50. The|tography in the Mediterranean
~erporation, 45-01 Northern!“500” uses a dry batterv with aland show underwater films.
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Airline to Test New Lighting System
Ry a Staff Writer of The Christian Science Monitor

Boston
“Flying Christmas trees” are due to soar over the country

in a United Air Lines test of a new high-intensity lighting
system which makes aircraft far more visible by day and night.

One of United’s DC-6 air coaches has been equipped with
the super brilliant system for trials in routine coast-to-coast
service, Previously, the lights were tested in overwater opera-
lions of Trans-Ocean Air Lines.

The installation consists of seven photographic strobe lights
arranged in a row on top and under the fuselage. Flashing in
pairs from the tail forward, the lights appear to leap aliead in
‘he direction of the airplane's course. They are visible at dis-
ances of 100 miles or more.

United's officials report that the lights not only increase the
conspicuity of the DC-6 air coach but also clearly indicate its
general direction of flight to other aircraft. The test will
continue for about a year. they said,
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‘HE NEW_YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, APRIL 10, 1ys3. _ POLO

TLANTIC CITY—The larg-| 'sapacity of 500 flashes and i [et - : eo. ' capacity o ashes and is

A est presentation of des. Blectr onic Flash Units ro with the new high-
tronic flash units at a 3 J sfficiency small-diameter Sun-

ered ge trade show was of, Are Being Marketed lector Ban tube and re- Used. §
‘ered at the recent annual meet. at flector. Jt has a low-voltage |rens'a
ng here of the Master Photo] 11 Many Varieties mack, 1/700th flash, and i un-|p,e.
Dealers’ and Finishers’ Associa- usually compact, Color guide door ®
ion. Phe emphasis was on oper-| Boulevard, Long Island City) is{numbers are 25 to 65, depending vg !
itional simplicity, light volume,|2 $39.95 German speedlight thation the film used, black-and-|Y oa
rompactness, portability, ver-|uses two standard dry batteries|white numbers from 100 to 200.
satility, economy and attractive) with a capacity of 2,80 to 3,000) An AC adapter is available, BC
design. The displays included|flashes. They are stored in aj The  Dormitzer Synctron| w .
some European imports. thin leather case with shoulder|speedlights introduced by the|—

Offerings by companies enter-| strap. Flash duration ig 1/500th,|Dormitzer Electric and Manufac-|appre
ing the field for the first time|recycling time three seconds,|turing Company, Inc, Cam-|newa
were the self-contained Limelite color guide number 50. The bridge, Mass., are the Synctron|Z8%%
‘60,” the FR D-battery-operated|five-inch flat, stippled reflector; Candid-208B and the Synctron
mit, E, Leitz’ Braun Hobby = attaches to the battery case|Pro-200B, both powered by the|':S Sr
DeJur's speedlight, both German; when carrying. The battery case new rechargeable pack, Dyna-|fl¢.C
mports, and Polaroid’s con-. «nd reflector weigh four pounds.{seal Power, The $190 candid
:ealed flash operated by radio: Polaroid's unit is an experi-|model weighs six pounds, re- xp
iignal, mental model that employs a|cycles in seven seconds, has a|i% Fr

The Limelite, which was pre- small radio transmitter clipped|flash duration of 1/2,500th and|arac
iented by Howard Ii, Luray, into the Land camera's acces-|guide numbers of 70 to 100 for Sloss
resident of the mew Limelite|sory shoe to set off a concealed|color, 400 for black-and-white.C3E
Corporation, 6040 West Jefferson :lectronic flash unit for bounce- The pro model weighs nine|—--
Boulevard, Los Angeles 16, com-; ight illumination. Working pounds and costs $275, It oper- re
bines battery case and lamp head| :hrough the flash contacts of|ates on full power at 200-watt|~"
n a single unit. Weighing less|the camera, the transmitter|seconds, on half power at 125. 135.
‘han four pounds, the gun has a|sends a signal to a receiver in|On full power, flash duration is|™
iniversal mounting bracket and|the hidden flash gun. When the|1/1,250th, recycling time fifteen
losts $09.50, Features include|receiver picks up the signal, the seconds, Kodachrome guide num- »
in exposure dial, a built-in cor-|{flash goes off. The device isjber 90, black-and-white 550, On|
rection filter, recycling time of{expected to be ready for the half power, the flash is 1/2,500th,
four seconds, and flash duration market in about a year; the recycling time six seconds and|,, ,,
of 1/750th of a second. The|anticipated cost is about $200.|Kodachrome guide 70, black-and-{ ~~
Limelite uses two 240-volt dry- New American Models white, 400. J. D. Order
cell batteries, good for up to . avian ; PO B
1,000 flashes before replacement, New models by companies al-| P. S. A. MOV IE CONTEST |—
and is said to have a color guide|réady in the field included the| The Motion Picture Division co
umber of 57. Hico-Lite No. 228, the Sun-Lite|of the Photographic Society of Jos

The 2%-pound FR gun (FR|500 and the new Dormitzer|America announces the 19855|—
Corporation, 951 Braok Avenue, |Synctron. Two other new units,|P, 8. A. Cinema Competition for| Fo5i
New York), which ig powered by|the Heiland Strobonar Seven 8mm and 16mm amateur films,| J"
‘our 15-cent D batteries reputed{8nd the Ascor Light 405, were sound or silent, color or black-
to yield up to 300 flashes, con- announced in these columns re-|and-white, original or duplicate,
sists of a power pack and flash cently. by film makers anywhere in the|=——
head permanently wired to-| The Hico-Lite, made by Hau-|/world, Ernst Wildi is competi-
gether. The head clips to the{man Industries Company, Inec,(tion chairman, Entries should
pack for carrying. Guide num-|70 Collidge Hill Road, Water-|be sent to arrive by Sept, 1 at
bers claimed for the $54.95 unit{town 72, Mags, a dry battery|P. 8. A. Cinema Competition Ac
are 50 for Kodachrome, 80-100{unit in an attractive leather hip-/Headquarters, Rear 404 Cedar
for the new fast color films, and{curved case, has dual extension-(Lane, Teaneck, N, J. Awards
220 for Super XX. Other fea-|light outputs at both ends of will include the Harris B. Tuttle
tures include audible signal when|the case. It offers a flash dura-|Trophy for the best story-telling
unit is turned on, shorting but.ition of 1/500th, guide number|film about family life; the Dick|=
ton, universal mounting bracket,|60-75 for color, up to 400 for|Bird Trophy for the best nature
and coil cord between case and|black-and-white, ~ recycles infilm, and the P. S. A. gold medal ¢
head. about eight seconds, and weighs|award for outstanding cinema-

about six pounds. The price is|tography., For contest rules,
German Guns $179.50. The company also intro- hs. Mrs, BE. Louise Gnerich,

The Braun Hobby, imported|duced two portable portrait out-|competition secretary, 650 East
from Frankfurt by E, Leitz, Inc.,|fits consisting of three lamp|231st Street.
168 Fourth Avenue, New York,lheads, three detachable model- _
s adaptable to dry batteryling lights, two tilt-top lamp] ANNIVERSARY BANQUET
'$80.45), storage battery, AC|stands and one tilt-top boom| The Rochester Technical Seec-
'$84.50), or a combination of{gtand, and accessories in a com-| :ion, the Photographic Society of
storage battery and AC ($99.50).(pact, fitted carrying case. With| America, will hold its twentieth
Conversion can be done by the(the No, 228 pack, the price is|anniversary banquet April 23 at
user by interchanging parts.|$419.50; a smaller unit with half|the Powers Hotel in Rochester,
The Braun has an adjustable re-|{the power of the No, 228 is|according to announcement by
lector base which may be turned|$349.50. William Shoemaker of Roches-
‘0 vary the light beam from the| Highlighted in the Sun-Lite|ter Institute of Technology, ban-
10ormal 50 degrees to 70 degrees|display by Hershey Manufactur-iquet chairman, The principal
Jor wide-angle lens use, The base|ing Company, 242§ West Law-|speaker will be Dr. Harold Ed-
is made of lightweight plastic|rence Avenue, Chicago 25, was|gerton of the Massachusetts In-
and is shaped to fit the hip. The|the self-contained (power packistitute of Technology, pioneer in
reflector clips to the case for|and lamp combined in one unit) {electronic flash, who will discuss
arrying. “500” model. It weighs thirty-{techniques of underwater pho-

The DeJur (De Jur Amgco|six ounces and costs $49.50, The{tography in the Mediterranean
Yorporation, 45-01 Northern|'500" uses a dry battery with aland show undarwater films,
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SPECIFICATIONS and BALLISTICS ~~ WINCHESTER Rim Fire Rifle Cartridges

VELOCITY Fo. Per Sec. | ENERGY Ft. Lbs. jimaion Trajectory
Muzzle 100 yds. 200 yds. 300 yds. | Muzzle 100 yds. 200 yds. 300 yds. | 100 yds. 200 yds. 300 yds.

SYMBOL PRIMER CARTRIDGE
No.

$5225 JR

5522SH IN

55221 “os
5S22LR # 2

5522LRH  ...

§S22LRS  ...

S522WRF  ...

22 Short, Super Speedi

22 Short H.P., Super Speed?
22 long, Super Speed:
22 Long Rifle, Super Speed}

22 Long Rifle H.P., Super Speed?
22 Long Rifle Shot, Super Speed
22 W.RF. (22 Rem. Spl.) Super Speed,

'nside Lubricated

22 Short, Leader
22 Long Rifle, Leader

22 Long Rifle Smokeless EZXS

22 Long Rifle Improved (Low Velocity) EZXS
B.B. Cap
22 Short Blank {Black Powder) No Bullet

22 Short, Spotterpruf, (Gallery Pack)
22 Winchester Automatic, Inside Lubricated
25 Stevens, Inside Lubricated

32 Short

32 long
? m/m Long Shot

27
29

40

7

Kopperklad
Kopperklad
Kopperklad
Kopperklad

Kopperkiad
No. 12 Shot

25 920 wes .

+55 ez0

240 965
1335 1045

1365 1040

. i

LD22S vee

LD22LR en
K2236R Well

EZX22LR vee

w2288

W22BL

SP22S
WA22 cee

‘25ST “en

‘328 ee

wiz cee
WEQOLS en

45

29
40

40

40

{opperklad
Lead
LecdT

leadT
Lead?
\ead

1450 1110

965 810
1145 975

fae ae

ye

9

15
65

80

89

Disintegratingt
Kopperklad
Lubaloy
Lubaloyt
Leadt

No. 2 Shot

rr
£
JJ ‘

JRL
os

4 140

“e125

179 144 vo»55.

All Cartridges other than 22 Short Blank loaded with smokeless powder.
* Furnished in Western Brand Only.

[ Wax Coated.
“Lubricated.

E+ SPECIFICATIONS and BALLISTICS

SYMBOL PRIMER CARTRIDGE
No.

BULLET

Wt. Grs. Type

w218B 116

W219Z 120
W22H) 116

W22H2 116

W220S 120
W222R 120
w22S 120

w25203 116

wW25201 116

218 Bee Super Speed
219 Zipper Super Speed
22 Hornet Super Speed
22 Hornet Super Speed

220 Swift Super Speed
222 Remington Super Speed
22 Savage Super Speed
25-20 Winchester High Velocity Super Speed
25.20 WinchesterT

4.&amp;
8A

H.P.

H.P.
S.P.
H.P.

P.S.P.
S.P.
P.S.P.

H.P.

Lead

45

46

48

£0
74

60

BS

WINCHESTER Center Fire Rifle Cartridges

VELOCITY Ft. Per Sec. | ENERGY Ft. Lbs. | MID-RANGE Trajectory
Muzzle 100 yds. 200 yds. 300 yds. | Muzzle 100 yds. 200 yds. 300 yds. ' 100 yds. 200 yds. 300 yds.

2860 2160 16°. 1400 835 475 265 145 0.7 R= 11.5
3110 2447 1940 1550 1200 740 465 300 0.6 2.9 8.3

2690 2030 1510 1150 720 410 230 130 0.8 4.3 13.0
2690 2030 1510 1150 740 420 235 135 0.8 4.3 13.0
4110 3490 2930 2440 1800 - 1300 9215 635 0.3 14 3.8

3200 2660 2170 1750 1140 785 520 340 0.5 2.5 7.0
2800 2440 2110 1840 1220 925 690 525 0.6 2.9 7.5
2250 1660 1240 1030 675 365 205 140 1.2 6.3 21.0

1460 1180 1030 940 405 265 200 170 2.6 12.5 32.0

&amp;
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Explorer Photographs
25 000-Foot Sea Floor
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The New York Times

Capt. Jgcques-Yves Cousteau
1 Ay

Capt, Jacques-Yves Cous-
‘eau reported yesterday that
'e had obtained three photo-
graphs of the ocean floor at
25,000 feet below the surface.
They were described as the
leepest pictures ever mode,

The French underwater ex-
dlorer described them in the
french Consulate, 934 Fifth
Avenue,

The photographs were made
recently in the Atlantic off
Equatorial East Africa on
Captain Coustean's latest
Oceanographic expedition for
the Paris Museum of Natural
History and the Nationa) Geo-
graphic Society of Washing-
ton, The camera was a special
device inventeq by Dr, Harold
Edgerton of the Massachusetts
stitute of Technology.

The pictures show no sea
Tonsters, I am sorry to say,”
“Aptain * Cousteau reported.
They do show rocky shelves

With little mug, That was un-
Expected, for we had believed
the bottom covered with or-
ganic mud, We saw also many
otganic pebbles on the rock.
The pictures also.indicated
plankton as abundant as inerupt8In

iid

CAMERA'DUCER. DR. HAROLD EDGERTON (right), is shown with his Deep Sea Camera Unit
equipped with an Edo transducer for operation at depths to 3,500 feet. Accompanying
Dr. Edgerton on this recent visit to Edo is JAMES DUGAN (standing), noted marine
nuthor. Edo President NOEL B. McLEAN inspects the camera with the visitors. All of Dr,
Edgerton’s many friends at Edo were saddened by the death of his son, William, who
was engaged in testing new diving equipment in the vicinity of the sunken Andrea
Doria.
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Explorer Photographs
25 000-Foot Sea Floor

&amp; Lhthe New York Times

Capt, Jycques-Yves Cousteau
 |loro$0

Japt, Jacques-Yves Cous-
-eau reported yesterday that
he had obtained three photo-
jraphs of the ocean floor at
15,000 feet below the surface,
They were described as the
leepest pictures ever mode,

The French underwater ex-
Jdorer described them in the
French Consulate, 934 Fifth
Avenue,

The photographs were made
ecently in the Atlantic off
lquatorial Bast Africa on
vaptain  Cousteaw's latest
oceanographic expedition for

‘the Paris Museum of Natural
History and the National Geo-
graphic Society of Washing-
ton, The camera was a special

device Invented by Dr, Harold
Edgerton of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, -

The pictures show’ no sea
monsters, I am sorry to say,”
Captain * Cousteau reported.
They do show rocky shelves

with little mug. That was un-
expected, for we had believed
the bottom covered with or-
Banc mud, We saw also many
JEanic Pebbles on the rock.

he pictures also. indicated
plankton ag Ahugdant as inSUrface waters’ "7; sqe78

ea

22
?

a 4

CAMERA’DUCER. DR. HAROLD EDGERTON (right), is shown with his Deep Sea Camera Unit
equipped with an Edo transducer for operation at depths to 3,500 feet. Accompanying
Dr. Edgerton on this recent visit to Edo is JAMES DUGAN (standing), noted marine
author. Edo President NOEL B. McLEAN inspects the camera with the visitors. All of Dr.
Edgerton’s many friends at Edo were saddened by the death of his son, William, who
was engaged in testing new diving equipment in the vicinity of the sunken Andrea
Doria.
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cxplorer Photographs
25 000-Foot Sea Floor

Karan Shr

ka, Cod
Jue New ork Times

Capt, Jacques-Yves Cousteau
1 A %

Capt’ Jacques-Yves Cous-
fal reported yesterday that

he had ehtained three photo-
graphs of the ocean floor at
25,000 fect below the surface.
They were described as the
leepest pictures ever mode.

The French underwater ox-
lorer described them in the
french Consulate, 934 Fifth
ivenue,
The photographs were made

ently in the Atlantic off
Equatorial East Africa on
Japtain  Coustean's latest
ceanographic expedition for
he Paris Museum of Natural
listory and the National Geo-
Staphic Society of Washing-
‘on. The camera was a special
levice invented by Dr, Harold
“dgerton of the Massachusetts
wistitute of Technology.

The pictures show no sea
fonsters, I am sorry to say,”
“aptain * Cousteau reported.
They do show rocky shelves

With little mug, That was un-
"Xpected, for we had believed
he bottom covered with or-
Sabie mud, We saw also many
ganic pebbles on the rock,
The pictures also indicated
lankton ag abundant as in
urfacewaters, Yan, 351 .

4

Va

CAMERA’DUCER. DR. HAROLD EDGERTON (right), is shown with his Deep Sea Camera Unit
equipped with an Edo transducer for operation at depths to 3,500 feet. Accompanying
Dr. Edgerton on this recent visit to Edo is JAMES DUGAN (standing), noted marine
author. Edo President NOEL B. McLEAN inspects the camera with the visitors. AH of Dr.
Idgerton’s many friends at Edo were saddened by the death of his son, William, who
was engaged in testing new diving equipment in the vicinity of the sunken Andrea
Doria.
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Cxplorer Photographs
25.000-Foot Sea Floor
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rhe New york Times

lant, Jgeques-Yves Cousteau
PAS “

Capt, Jacques-Yves Cous-
eau reported yesterday that
ne had obtained three photo-
jraphs of the ocean floor at
15,000 fect below the surface.
They were described as the
leepest pictures ever mode,

The French underwater cx-
lorer described them in the
Tench Consulate, 934 Fifth
\venue,
The photographs were made

ecently in the Atlantic off
fquatorial East Africa on
Saptain  Cousteaw’s latest
Jteanographic expedition for
the Paris Museum of Natural
History and the National Geo-
iraphic Society of Washing-
on. The camera was a special
device invented by Dr, Harold
Edgerton of the Massachusetts
wnstitute of Technology.

The pictures show no sea,
Monsters, I am sorry to say,”
2blain ~ Cousteau ~ reported.
They do show rocky shelves

¥ith little mug, That was un-
Xbected, for we had believed
he bottom covered with or-
sanic mud, We saw also many
"8anic pebbles on the rock.
fe pictures also.indicated
lankton as” ahugdant as in

urface watersAppoyare
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ZAMERA'DUCER. DR. HAROLD EDGERTON (right), is shown with his Deep Sea Camera Unit
equipped with an Edo transducer for operation at depths to 3,500 feet. Accompanying
Dr. Edgerton on this recent visit to Edo is JAMES DUGAN (standing), noted marine
author. Edo President NOEL B. McLEAN inspects the camera with the visitors. All of Dr.
:dgerton’s many friends at Edo were saddened by the death of his son, William, who
~as engaged in testing new diving equipment in the vicinity of the sunken Andrea
Doria.
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&amp; SIX STUDENT-FACULTY COMMITTEE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

| pa me

Sadana efile TR
UENCE TN]

DECEMBER 1956 NUMBER 2

BIGGEST XMAS PARTY EVER
ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20, FROM 4:00 TILL 6:00 IN THE AFTER-

NOON, the Course VI Student-Faculty Committee will play host to hundreds
of EE students, faculty, and their friends in the big EE lab, fourth floor of
Building 10. The occasion is to be the Xmas party to end all Xmas parties.

People who attend are sure to be well fed, lavishly entertained, and may
aven get to know other people who have been sitting next to them in class

for the last three months.
Art-lovers will find that this will be a day to remember. The M.1.T, E.E.

Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra will return to the limelight at the party,
after an entire year in seclusion. Professor (Maestro) Tom Jones, who has

often appeared as harmonica soloist with the leading orchestras of the world,
vill conduct. Professor Edgerton will be there with bis infamous gee-tar.

Tradition dictates that all EE’'s who have a musical instrument smaller

than a grand piano will bring it along. For those who can come early, there
will be a tune-up session at 3:30. The better you play, the more cider you

get, the better you play, etc. Last year, Jack Dennis, leading the singing
atop the piano with Coke bottle in hand, proved that you don't need strong
liquor to get high.

Although negotiations are just getting under way as we go to press, it

anticipated that the Logarhythms will also entertain.
Doughnuts, cider, pretzels, potato chips, song, dance, and brotherly

iove. Who could ask for anything more?
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=¢[iD=— ELECTRONIC FLASHTUBE
FX-1 STANDARD FLASHTUBE

The lashtube is one of the most efficient converters for producing light
from electrical energy. When ionization is initiated in the gas between
the electrodes by the starter clectrode pulse, clectrical energy from
storage capacitors discharges into the gas and creates an intense radiant
energy having a spectral distribution that is continuous and comparable
ro daylight.
Che tube may be operated in any of a wide variety of different types of
circuits and may be conveniently triggered with an external electrode
consisting of a few spaced turns of wire wrapped around the center of
the tube. A voltage pulse source capable of producing a ¥4- to Y5-inch
spark should be connected directly to the external wrap-around trip
wire and can be energized at the desired time.

Correspondence is invited regarding special quartz flashtubes and
driving circuits. Gap lengths from 4 to 50 inches have been made.

J
a

TI

FX-1 PERFORMANCE DATA

RECOMMENDED
RATINGS

linergy Input 200 watt-seconds (100 uf at 2000 volts).
Total Output 1000 horizontal candle-power-seconds,
Expected Life 5000 flashes at 200 watt-seconds.
Flash Duration 150 ws at rated input (1/3 peak).

Starting Voltage, Min.
self-Flash Voltage
lash Rate, Max.

Spectral Output
Tube Resistance

700 volts.
3500 volts.
Once every 5 seconds (200 watt-seconds,

40 watts).
Daylight in quality (J.O.S.A., V. 36 No. 7

390-399, July 1946). °
Nominal 2 ohms (loading greater than 30 pf,

2000 volts).

OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS

“nvelope
Source Volume
T1as
Maximum Tube Length
Maximum Diameter
Viounting

Vycor.
Diameter 4 mm LB. and 6 inches long.
Xenon at 20 cm, Hg.
8-5/16 inches.
9/32 inch.
Fits fuse clip No. 101001 (“Littlefuse”).

PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

MAIN FLasH |
CAPACITORCHv 3 Fx

» OK
LTC. "PFI OR axe 20w

rHoRDARSON ~~” :‘rosR42

- TYPICAL CIRCUITS
LT wep 20.39M SYNC.

Spar IT TO OPERATE THE
$ con® -300 22m DIRECT FX-1 FLASHTUBE

. TRIGGERING-20007RI CIRCUIT

EDGERTON, * THORDARSON

GERMESHAUSEN "T2znason)
&amp; GRIER, INC. vor |

THYRATRON 2021 TRIGGERTUBE

R R J SYN
J SYNC.X0.2MFDS 0.95M I]

 {1s 000! MFD
600 . f—————0puLSE

S tak pil Zim 0.01MFD _Moneut
609 —r —

2M OPTIONAL ELECTRONIC

TRIGGER TUBE CIRCUIT160 BROOKLINE AVE.
BOSTON 5. MASS.

a|

&lt;
&lt;
0
m

-
x
'

_icante information relating to the manufacture and sale of this tvpe of circuit is available upon request.
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EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN &amp; GRIER, INC.
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